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Release Date: October 10th 2005
Barcode No: 5 017744 100731

Tracklisting:
01 Listening Winds [8:58]
02 Anamatha (Remix) [8:54]
03 Bells of Sarnath [8:09]
04 Narayana [7:37]
05 Ganesha Pramana [7:57]
06 Indian Attic [8:57]
07 Djaningar [9:09]
08 Nyiragongo [7:58]
09 Avasari [8:04]

Style : Melodic Psychedelic Trance
Mastering : Tim Schuldt @ 4CN studios
http://www.suntriprecords.com
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Label Profile:

Artist Profile:

Showing alternatives to nowadays’ psy-trance scene,
Suntrip mainly focuses on melodic psychedelic trance.
Any other original ideas, like morning progressive,
ambient, ethnic,… are welcome too.

After the dancefloor madness of Filteria and the
floating morning trance compilation "Apsara" Suntrip is
back with a brand new debut album from the French
master Khetzal called Corolle !

History:

Corolle is the French term for the flower’s envelope
made up of petals.

The label Suntrip Records was set up in the summer
of 2004 by Fabien “Mars”, one of the founders of the
Psynews.org website and Joske “Anoebis”, a famous
Belgian DJ and Party-organiser.

Khetzal is Matthieu Chamoux, a producer from Lyon.
He studied violin and music for twelve years. This
gave him the necessary skills when he started
producing music in 1998.

They met for the first time in 2000, for a party, and
since then they gather regularly, sharing the same
love for melodic psychedelic trance. Because during
the last three years "full on" releases were getting
more and more stereotyped, they started talking about
creating a label, so as to release more melodic psytrance like in the good old times, but with modern
production.

His album is a true story, a mix between down tempo
and up-tempo melodic Goa Trance with spiritual,
eastern influences! Every track tells an imaginary trip
in countries where one can meet traditional
instruments with deep and enchanting resonance,
along with a lot of sound appearances of Nature, all
this blended in an evocative form. Expect a fairytale, a
travel to the jungles of South America and India...

When Fabien discovered Filteria from Sweden, he
believed in the quality of this melodic psychedelic
trance artist and soon the label was set up and the
first release was a fact.

Before this album, Khetzal released dancefloor
friendly Goa Trance on Agitato records (Spiritual
Moves 4) and beautiful ambient tunes on Ultimae &
Kagdila records (Fahrenheit 2, Peace Therapy).

In june 2005 the second release was a compilation In march 2005, he started a new musical project with
called Apsara which was a mixture of famous melodic his friend DJ Chaï. This project, called Avigmati is the
Goa trance producers and new talents.
combination between melodic trance and full-on
energy aiming at keeping alive positive vibes mixed
A Label-party was organized in march 2005 in with strong dancefloor beats. They were already
Brussels involving Filteria and Ka-Sol, two of the released in the “Apasa” compilation and also soon on
artists appearing in Apsara. Another party especially “Positive Alchemists vol.1”.
for this Khetzal release will happen in November.
Learn more on Khetzal.com and Suntriprecords.com

Previous Releases:
SUNCD01 : Filteria - Sky Input (nov 2004)
SUNCD02 : V.A. - Apsara (June 2005)

Forthcoming Release:
SUNCD04 : Filteria’s second opus (Q1 2006)
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